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1. Introduction
1.1 Mobile and Sports: A Match Made in Heaven
Every year, flagship sporting events - the Winter Olympics,
Super Bowl, World Cup - set new records for digital viewership.
Viewers in the United States
2018
Super Bowl2

2018
Winter Olympics3

45%

269%

2017 - 2018

2014 - 2018

Streaming Services

Live-Streaming

For example, more people live-streamed the

days after the opening ceremony than the 30

2018 Super Bowl than ever before, viewership

days prior. However, the bulk of downloads were

was up 45% from 2017 to 2018. Some 11.6 million

for its 2018 Olympics-specific app, france•tv

sports fans also live-streamed the 2018 Winter

JO: PyeongChang 2018. Together, these two

Olympics, up from 4.3 million in 2014.

apps saw nearly 40,000 downloads, in France,

1

2

3

across the 2 days immediately following the
Mobile streaming is quickly rising through the

opening ceremony. This behavior indicates that

ranks as the favorite viewing device for tentpole

consumers are turning to mobile as their first

sporting events. According to a Google sports

screen for streaming sports. We expect this to

survey, 30% of fans stream sporting events on

continue during the 2018 FIFA World Cup.

their mobile devices because it allows them to
watch games and events “on their own terms”.4

Mobile is not only popular for streaming sports.

During the week of the opening ceremony of

App Annie reports that Entertainment apps saw

the 2018 Winter Olympics and the 2018 Super

330% growth from 2015 to 2017 in consumer

Bowl, App Annie saw that Americans spent

spend worldwide, largely fueled by in-app

well over half a million hours in the NBC Sports

subscriptions to video and music streaming

app on Android phone, which equated to 4x

services.5 This indicates that consumers are

the average weekly time spent of the month

choosing to sign up for their cross-device

prior, an indication of consumers choosing

streaming subscriptions on mobile – a product

mobile to stream their favorite content. The

of a simpler, frictionless experience on the device

same trend was seen in France, where Francetv

they always have with them. The AFL Live Official

Sports saw 6.6x the average daily iOS and

App ranked #4 among apps outside of games

Google Play combined downloads for the 2

for consumer spend on Google Play in Australia

1 http://money.cnn.com/2018/02/05/media/super-bowl-ratings/index.html
2 https://mediapost.com/publications/article/313833/
3 https://statista.com/statistics/809363/winter-olympics-streaming-viewers/
4 https://sporttechie.com/30-percent-fans-now-stream-sports-phones-tablets/
5 https://appannie.com/en/insights/market-data/app-annie-2017-retrospective/
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during the first 8 weeks of the Australian
Football League’s 2018 season. AFL fans are

Marketing during sporting events is well worth

turning to mobile to sign up and pay to stream

the effort. As is well known in the marketing

their favorite games.

industry, people who are immersed in content
have high attention rates, making tentpole

Additionally, sports fans want more immersive

sporting events, such as the World Cup, prime

experiences during games and mobile is the

opportunities to reach new customers and

perfect vehicle to create them. Even when fans

reactivate dormant ones.

watch a game on broadcast TV, 80% say they
use their tablets and smartphones to search for

Mobile advertising further enhances this

player stats and to replay videos of key plays, a

opportunity, thanks to the combination of

phenomenon known as “second screening.” This

location and app-usage data that marketers

means that as the world gathers in sports bars

can leverage in campaign targeting – a process

and viewing parties to watch their favorite teams

that Headway defines as “Audience Planning."

compete, marketers have an unprecedented

For instance, beverage brands can target fans

opportunity to target them via mobile app ads.

who may be watching a game live at 10:00 in the

For example, App Annie saw a prominent

morning with an ad or a coupon for its premium

ride-sharing app increase its share of in-app

coffee, or construct different messaging

ads in the US during the weeks leading up

approaches to users with Samsung phones

to and including the week of the Super Bowl

compared to users with iPhones.

6

and opening ceremony of the 2018 Winter
Olympics. This could have been to directly

Advertising will be at its height in the month

advertise to those who may need a ride to and

leading up to the World Cup, as well as during

from a viewing party or to capitalize on a time

the event itself. This paper – a collaboration

when the company anticipated that a large

between Headway and App Annie's research

portion of Americans will be on their phones

teams – explores the unique opportunities

either streaming sports or “second screening.”

for mobile app advertising and marketing
campaigns during this popular world event.

6 https://thinkwithgoogle.com/consumer-insights/sports-fans-video-insights/
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2. 2018 FIFA World Cup is
Coming and It Will be Huge
Hosted by Russia, the 2018 FIFA World Cup kicks off on June 14th and
runs through July 15th. For mobile app advertisers, the prime flight
dates for their World Cup campaigns are May 14th to July 15th.
2.1 Why You Should Care:
Mobile App Usage Will Explode

their customers, regardless of where they are.

Internet penetration has grown from 42.3% to

higher in emerging markets like Indonesia and

54.5% since the last tournament and because

Mexico.9

7

The average mobile user spent nearly 3 hours
a day in apps in 2017. This number was even

of this, mobile broadband has been widely
developed globally. Mobile now makes up 73%8

While 3 hours each day is impressive, app

of total internet consumption, so we expect to

usage will likely rise during the World Cup. To

see much higher numbers compared to 2014,

begin with, FIFA has developed official apps

when roughly 70% of the World Cup content

for iOS and Android10 allowing fans to track

was consumed via desktop/laptop computers.

game scores in real time throughout the entire
tournament. It’s safe to assume the apps will

According to App Annie, consumers worldwide

be widely used; during the 2014 World Cup, the

spent nearly 1.2 trillion hours engaging with

official FIFA app was downloaded 18 million

apps on Android phones in 2017, a growth of

times.11 280 million people were reached by

60% from 2015. More than any other channel,

dedicated World Cup content online – 9.6% of

mobile apps allow marketers to connect with

the total online population in that year.

2014 FIFA World Cup Brazil™ Content Access by Device
South America
Oceania
Europe
Asia
North, Central America
& Caribbean
Af rica & Middle East
References:

Desktop/Laptop

Mobile/Smartphone/Tablet

While roughly 70% of 2014 World Cup content was accessed on desktop, we expect mobile
to take the lead as consumer behavior has changed and app services have evolved.
7 Internet World Stats.
8 https://zenithmedia.com/product/mobile-advertising-forecasts-2017/
9 https://appannie.com/en/insights/market-data/app-annie-2017-retrospective/
10 http://f ifa.com/mobile/index.html/
11 https://fifa.com/worldcup/news/y=2014/m=6/news=record-breaking-downloads-for-fifa-s-official-world-cup-app-2382723.html
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But that’s just the beginning. Consumers all
over the world will engage with apps to watch
matches, track scores, hail rides to viewing
parties or matches, seek out spectators in
dating apps,12 discuss matches on social media,
and so on.
In addition to the 2018 World Cup’s broad
impact on app usage, there will be promotions

“ More than any other

channel, mobile apps allow
marketers to connect with
their customers, regardless
of where they are ”

and push notifications that specifically
reference the World Cup:

Type

Usage

Popular Apps

FIFA App

Track live football scores
throughout the event

FIFA Official App

Sports News Apps

Read about players, look
up stats

The Score, Onefootball,
ESPN, Eurosport, BBC Sport

Games

Play FIFA Soccer game or
games with thematic World
Cup-related content

FIFA Soccer, Panini World Cup
Trading App

Social Media

Communicating with other
fans, sharing stories, posting
photos

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
WhatsApp, LINE, WeChat,
Telegram

Food Delivery

Ordering food during watch
parties

Uber Eats, Postmates,
Talabat, Rappi, Glovo, Just Eat,
Deliveroo

Transportation

Getting to and from watch
parties, sporting events

Uber, Lyft, Via, Yandex Taxi,
DiDi

Streaming Apps

Watch games live

Official Live Streaming Apps
like Fox Sports, DIRECTV, SBS,
Youtube TV, WatchESPN

Betting

Betting on favored teams

Bet365, Betfair Exchange Betting, Unibet Sports, BWin

Payment Apps

Paying for bets, food,
purchases, sports,
memorabilia purchases

PayPal, Venmo, Cash, Apple
Pay, Google Pay

12 https://reuters.com/article/us-olympics-2018-tinder/bobsledders-snowboarders-rule-tinder-at-pyeongchang-idUSKCN1G50F8
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2.2 What Apps Will World
Cup Fans Be Using?

significant boost from the World Cup is Food

The most direct impact in mobile we expect

app downloads across iOS and Google Play

to see is an increase in video streaming of live

combined in the US in the first four months

matches in mobile apps. According to App

of 2018. This was the 3rd day of the Winter

Annie, if NCAA March Madness in the US is

Olympics and the weekend directly following

any indication, we expect sports fans to turn

the opening ceremony. Daily downloads

to mobile as their preferred screen to stream

exceeded 610,000, a lift of nearly 20% from

live matches. Looking at March Madness from

the average daily downloads of the two

2015 to 2017, data consumption significantly

weeks prior. Food delivery apps were a key

increased across the NCAA March Madness,

driver of this growth in downloads. Given

CBS Sports, ESPN Tournament Challenge and

this trend in the 2018 Winter Olympics, we

Yahoo Fantasy Sports apps on Android phone.

estimate that downloads of Food and Drink

However, NCAA March Madness stood out

apps – fueled by food delivery services – will see

with the highest total megabyte to total hours

increased downloads during the World Cup.

and Drink. According to App Annie, Sunday,
February 11 was the #1 day for Food and Drink

ratio and strong growth of 105% over the last
two years, an indication that live streaming

We also expect World Cup fans to be

of March Madness games on mobile devices

spending time in ride-sharing apps –

has grown significantly. Marketers should be

whether going to and f rom games in Russia

prepared to see a massive shift this World Cup

or viewing parties and gatherings in their

as more fans live stream matches from mobile

home countries. To help marketers target

apps across the world.

campaign efforts, App Annie has identified
the most used ride-sharing apps in select

Another category that is likely to see a

The App Marketer’s Guide to the World Cup
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markets across the world.
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Top Food and Drink Apps by Downloads

Daily Food and Drink App Downloads

US, iOS & Google Play, February 11, 2018

iOS and Google Play, United States
Rank

700.000
+20%

Rank Change vs. 2 Weeks Prior

1

Uber Eats

2

McDonald's

-

3

DoorDash Food Delivery

2

400.000

4

Starbucks USA

1

300.000

5

Domino's Pizza USA

1

6

Grubhub

1

7

Postmates

3

8

Pizza Hut US

1

9

Chick-fil-A

1

10

Dunkin’ Donuts

600.000
500.000

Downloads

App Name

200.000
100.000
0
Daily Average of 2 Weeks Prior

Sunday, Feb 11, 2018
(Opening Weekend of the
2018 Winter Olympics)

-

Food Delivery Services

Top 2 Ride Sharing Apss in Select Markets
by Monthly Active Users in 2017*

Top Categories by Downloads in Select Markets
Google Play Q1 2018
Rank

Brazil

Japan

Saudi Arabia

United Kingdom

United States

1

Games

Games

Games

Games

Games

2

Tools

Tools

Tools

Entertainment

Entertainment

3

Entertainment

Entertainment

Communication

Tools

Tools

4

Communication

Lifestyle

Entertainment

Productivity

Shopping

5

Photography

Productivity

Social

Shopping

Social

Top Categories by Downloads in Select Markets
iOS App Store Q1 2018
Rank

Brazil

Japan

Saudi Arabia

United Kingdom

United States

1

Games

Games

Games

Games

Games

2

Photo and Video

Photo and Video

Photo and Video

Entertainment

Entertainment

3

Entertainment

Entertainment

Utilities

Photo and Video

Photo and Video

4

Utilities

Lifestyle

Social Networking

Utilities

Shopping

5

Social Networking

Utilities

Shopping

Social
Networking

Social
Networking
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As consumers engage in
their normal established
app habits such as
sending messages or
checking the news, it is
reasonable to assume
that more of these
activities would be
related to the World
Cup. The list of top
categories of apps
by downloads across
key markets in Q1
2018, can be used as
reference for campaign
planning.
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Another important aspect of focusing

by Google Play downloads in Q1 2018,

marketing resources is understanding the

consumer spend is proportionally higher

iOS and Google Play split between countries.

on iOS. This is an important characteristic of

This can help marketers prioritize which app

the underlying app users in their respective

store could provide the largest audience and

market and can greatly impact how

biggest return for World Cup campaigns.

marketers prioritize resources and spend

Even for countries that were dominated

during campaigns.
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2.3 How Brands Can Take
Advantage of the World Cup
Excitement

using at least 1 of the top 5 social apps each

Advertisements meant to air during the Super

apps around the world.

month on average in 2017,17 brands would
be remiss if they didn’t leverage these World
Cup-themed short films and ads on top social

Bowl and Olympics are carefully curated,
with brands making significant investments

Brands that don’t have the budgets to

in their 30-second ad spots. During the 2018

create films still have powerful tools at their

Super Bowl, a 30-second ad spot cost $5

disposal. Video ads targeting second screens

million (29% of viewers claim to watch the

will allow advertisers to take advantage of

Super Bowl for the express purpose of seeing

the enthusiasm of the tournament and

the ads).

capture the mindshare of viewers. During

13

14

the week of the 2018 Super Bowl and Winter
But the World Cup is different for an

Olympics, App Annie saw a popular mobile

important reason: each half of a football

game company increase their share of

match is played without breaks, which means

advertising of their video ad by more than

there is less time for traditional commercials.

16 percentage points week over week in

Without an abundance of 30-second spots

the US. This could suggest that the publisher

to purchase, brands such as Nike and

was leveraging their video ad because it was

McDonald’s have put their efforts into creating

more effective than other types of mobile

high quality short films that they promoted in

ads or because they were targeting existing

the lead up to the games. Mobile apps

streaming habits during that week.

15

16

provide access to roughly 4 billion people
through a device that is almost always at their

Mobile apps support a wide range of ad

fingertips. With most smartphone owners

units and creatives, and many will offer

13 http://sportingnews.com/nfl/news/super-bowl-2018-how-much-do-super-bowl-commercials-cost-nbc-coca-cola-hyundai/1qap05f9qd6hd1kn2i9lahwlk3
14 https://thetylt.com/sports/nfl-super-bowl-game-ads
15,16 http://time.com/2861378/best-world-cup-commercials-2014/
17 https://appannie.com/en/insights/market-data/app-annie-2017-retrospective/
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premium packages to brands, including video

Argentine team’s inclusion appeared to be in

sponsorship of replays and native ads that

doubt, which meant Noblex stood to lose a

are embedded with content about players.

substantial sum of money. Soon, conversation

Moreover, many mobile apps will offer mobile

focused on the Noblex Manager in charge of

ads that complement the 30-second spots

the promotion.

broadcasted during a game’s halftime. In
addition to mobile advertising, brands could

Fortunately, the Argentine team managed

leverage strategic partnerships with popular

to secure their passage to Russia in the very

apps to offer World Cup-themed content to

last game. Fans shared their excitement with

an engaged audience or leverage mobile apps

the Noblex account on Twitter who tweeted

to provide a more immersive experience to

celebrations and shared memes against

those watching live matches. Under Armour

the Chile team, who were eliminated. And

created its own HQ Trivia-inspired app called

the manager, in the end, was celebrated

Steph IQ to complement viewers' experience

for his ingenious promotion. This gave

as they watched the NBA playoffs live. After

Noblex massive social and traditional

the first 3-pointer Steph Curry hit in a game,

media coverage – a sensational win for this

Under Armour launched a live Steph IQ trivia
match with unique basketball-related prizes.

18

According to App Annie, the app had reached
#3 by iOS downloads for Trivia Games in the
US during the first games of the 2018 NBA
Semifinals. All of these ad formats provide
immersive brand experiences, and marketers
who craft their ads’ content to the World Cup
could enjoy higher engagement rates.

Argentinian national team sponsor.

2.5 Capitalize on World Cup
Moments
Mobile app marketers who are looking to grow
their user base by leveraging the excitement
that surrounds standout players like Messi,
Ronaldo or Neymar will need to be ready to
move quickly based on events that happen

2.4 Take a Risk on Viral
Campaigns

during games and on social media.

Campaigns that are tied to the performance

memes and headlines. Who can forget about

of a team are a great way to raise brand

Paul the Octopus in South Africa, or Luis

awareness and become a topic around

Suarez biting Italian defender Giorgio Chiellini

water coolers and the dinner table. In a

in Brazil? These moments were capitalized on

notable example, Noblex, a TV company in

by smart brands that took action immediately.

The World Cup creates heroes and villains,

Argentina, launched a promotion which
unequivocally demonstrated its support for

If your app provides services to fans like

the home team. If Argentina didn’t qualify

transportation, food delivery or messaging/

for the World Cup, the company would

chat, these moments create huge

refund the full cost of a 4K LED Smart TV to

opportunities to grow your business. Let

the f irst 550 customers who purchased one.

people know that you are present, you are a

Naturally, the TVs quickly sold out.

part of the action and you are ready to provide
a service to them.

As the qualifying games progressed, the

18 http://adweek.com/brand-marketing/under-armours-new-live-trivia-app-starts-when-stephen-curry-hits-his-f irst-3-pointer
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If your business relates to gaming, utilities
or retail e-commerce, you have a fantastic
opportunity to engage users by focusing
your advertising messages to key World Cup
moments, which could drive discussion and
usage, and in turn, loyalty even beyond the
World Cup.
Similar to large shopping events, brands stand
to gain lasting effects from prioritizing appspecific marketing, promotions or content.
During the holiday season in 2016, Walmart
offered exclusive deals to users of its app. The

“ Be ready to move quickly
based on events that
happen during games ”

retailer saw a 35% lift in average daily sessions
per user during the week of Black Friday,
but also retained a 15% lift in engagement 4
weeks after the main shopping event. This
is not exclusive to retailers. App marketers
and advertisers who prioritize mobile
during a tentpole event like the World Cup
stand to gain significant lifts in loyalty and
engagement long after the event.

Walmart’s Average Daily Sessions per User
US, Holiday Season 2016

Indexed Avg Daily Sessions / User

200

150

App-Only
Deals
Announced
+10%

100

Week of
Black
Friday

+35%

+25%

+15%

50

0
Oct 23 - Nov 5

Nov 6 - 19

Nov 20 - 26

Nov 27 - Dec 10 Dec 11 - Dec 24
*Android phone
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2.6 An Event with Global
Engagement Still Requires
Local Planning

TV population). In Europe, the UK reached 44.5
million viewers, France saw 47.2 million viewers,
Germany had 65.8 million viewers and Russia
reached 75.7 million viewers.

The 2014 World Cup final match between
Germany and Argentina reported a reach of over

The World Cup is an event that transcends

1 billion people.19 Over the entire tournament,

gender and cultures – it is a celebration eagerly

China achieved the highest audience reach

anticipated by many. For marketers with local,

of 252.3 million (19.8% of the TV population),

regional or global reach, having a World Cup

followed by Brazil with 164.5 million unique

“state of mind” can position you to reap major

viewers (84.1% of the TV population), while the

benefits, regardless of whether your national

US reached 105.3 million viewers (35.7% of the

team is competing.

Audience reach (millions)

Reach as % of TV Population

Audience reach by territory

References:
Source FIFA World Cup Brazil 2014

19 2014 FIFA World Cup Brazil. Television Audience Report.
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Alaska
/ 07:00 /

Kamchatka
/ 03:00 /

Moscow
/ 18:00 /
London
/ 16:00 /

Chicago
/ 10:00 /
Los Ageles
/ 08:00 /

Beijing
/ 23:00 /

Paris
/ 17:00 /

Tokyo
/ MIDN /

New York
/ 11:00 /
India
/ 20:30 /

Dakar
/ 15:00 /

Santiago
/ 11:00 /

Sao Paulo
/ NOON /

Times around the world, during World Cup 2018 inaugural match

For those tackling multiple markets at the
same time, keep in mind the time differences
between markets. Context is key, so consider
when users will engage with the tournament
and its content.
On Thursday, June 14, when the inaugural
match between host team Russia and Saudi
Arabia kicks off the tournament at 6PM
(Moscow time), fans could be getting ready
for lunch in Miami, waking up in Los Angeles,
finishing their work day in Paris and having a
late night match meetup in Beijing. Capturing
the moment of content consumption will be
key for smart marketers.

The App Marketer’s Guide to the World Cup
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Sydney
/ 01:00 /
Cape Town
/ 17:00 /
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“ Live streaming, food delivery

and ride sharing apps will be the
champions of the World Cup ”
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3. Best Practices for Boosting Campaign
Performance During the World Cup
3.1 Creativity

team iconography can be tricky due to

With sports fans worldwide highly tuned

the trademarks, but there are plenty of

into the World Cup, content that’s tightly

themes that relate to the spirit of football,

correlated to events in the game will

international cooperation and team loyalty.

capture the consumer’s imagination and

You can look to the 2014 World Cup ad

attention. Using World Cup or individual

campaigns for inspiration.20

For instance, TyC Sports, a sports channel
in Argentina, showed a B-roll of football
players while the Pope delivered a powerful
speech about the importance of believing
and pushing oneself forward.

Budweiser released a “Rise as One”
spot highlighting all of the different
nationalities that would compete in
the tournament.

McDonald’s ran a promotion offering
a trip to Rio for the World final.

But it was Beats by Dre that made a huge impact,
with its 5-minute ad “The Game Before the
Game.” The ad focused on all of the pre-game
rituals of fans and players alike, and has been
viewed more than 33 million times.

20 https://adforum.com/creative-work/best-of/9380/best-world-cup-2014-ads
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For advertisers looking for in-app advertising best practices, you can leverage App Annie’s
creative gallery tool and filter by ad platform, category, device and country.

3.2 Smart Use of Data

Why would you communicate with a fan who

Leverage first and third-party data to create

way as with someone who is reading recipes

relevant connections and deliver timely

on a game night?

is commuting on a match day in the same

messages (e.g. program a campaign so that
ads relate to game schedules and teams that

Get inspired with the “Periodic Table of

advance). By using programmatic media

Programmatic Targeting and Optimization

buying capabilities, you could target, optimize

Elements” put together

and deliver messages adapted to each user's

by Headway.

situation. At Headway, we call this process
“Audience Planning.”

First-party data use cases:
Re-engage dormant or infrequent users

Audience Planning is the process of mapping

of your own app by leveraging World Cup-

all user moments where the advertised app

themed messaging that reminds them why

or product could be relevant to the targeted

your app is relevant to their lives. You can

audience. The next step is to translate

identify dormant users by looking at your

each moment to the elements available

app’s install penetration relative to its open

programmatically. For example, we could

rate over time.

define a user between 7:00 AM and 8:30 AM

Re-engage users who may have uninstalled

using a mobile phone as a potential commuter,

your app by showing them a feature that

or a woman on a mobile phone in a radius of

might be useful to them now.

50 meters to a gym between 6:00 PM and 9:00
PM as a potential active lifestyle enthusiast.

The App Marketer’s Guide to the World Cup
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http://programmaticelements.com

Headway has seen retention rates increase

games as engagement is likely to be high and

by 20% on apps that used Mobrain’s re-

could be a great moment to win hearts and

engagement capabilities to reconnect to

minds.

dormant users.
The World Cup offers rich opportunities
Third-party data use cases:
Connect with avid fans. Given the global

to connect with sports fans using highly
contextual messages. For instance, if a mobile

attention on the games, use third-party data

device located in Mexico City requests ads at

to target people who are actively consuming

10:00 AM while Team Mexico is playing, we can

World Cup content.

say that it’s likely the consumer is a fan of the

Use all available variables to mix and

Mexican team. You can target such fans with

match targeting criteria and build cohesive

messages that speak directly to their loyalty,

storytelling. For instance, users who are

as well as in the lead up to the next game their

browsing the web on mobile devices during

team will play. For instance:

the morning commute hours are probably
headed to work, or someone browsing a

“It’s kickoff time! Go Mexico! Order your

recipes app on a tablet around dinnertime, is

breakfast now so you don’t miss any of the

likely getting ready to cook at home.

action.”

Use location data to reach users while

Or

in pubs or restaurants. Consider setting

“Arriba México! Use this coupon to claim a

campaigns that run specific messages prior to

winner’s discount within the next 24 hours."
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3.3 App Notifications
App notifications are quickly becoming a
favored tool of marketers for a simple reason:
they work. According to Adweek, “The
simple truth is that app notifications keep
us engaged. They remind us that the app is
there, enticing us to return and engage more,
and creating even more fodder for future
notifications throughout our social graphs.”
But keep in mind that too many notifications
can be viewed as disruptive. To ensure your
notifications are welcomed, stick to a World
Cup and home team theme (e.g. “Messi just
scored: Enjoy a cup of java!”)

is responsible for 65% of downloads in the iOS
App Store.22 As App Annie’s ASO Playbook points
out, “Your keyword strategy should neither exist
in a vacuum nor be static — it must be fluid
and continuous” in order to stay relevant with
customers.
Use a keyword analysis tool, such as App Annie
Intelligence, to track which keywords spike as the
tournament progresses.
You can also use these tools to track which
words historically have seen a boost in search
volume, meaning more people are searching
for that term in the app stores. When married
with difficulty, a measure of how competitive it

3.4 Companion Mobile App
Advertising

is to rank highly for a keyword, you can identify

Throughout the tournament, eyes

and low difficulty to rank is the sweet spot for

will be on sports-related mobile apps as

organic discoverability.

strategic keywords to leverage in your ASO
strategy. A keyword with a high search volume

sports fans look up player stats and bios, team
Facebook pages, and more. These are prime

Black Friday is a popular shopping event in the

companion ad opportunities to help ensure

US and monitoring keywords was an important

your ads will be seen and noticed because they

part of many retailers’ ASO strategy during the

will appear in places where consumer attention

holiday season. App Annie saw a triple digit

is high.

growth in both search volume and difficulty for

21

the keyword (phrase) “Black Friday” in November
Plan to execute your companion mobile app

2017 in the US. World Cup-related keywords

campaign programmatically so that you can

are likely to see a boost in search volume and

create content and target users based on

difficulty during June and July of 2018.

the teams that advance as the World Cup
progresses.

3.5 Earn Visibility Based on
Keyword Spikes
Targeting your World Cup mobile app campaign
based on keywords will go a long way in ensuring
your target audience will actually see your ads.
It is also important to leverage strategic World
Cup keywords in your App Store Optimization

“ Your keyword strategy
should neither exist in
a vacuum nor be static
— it must be fluid and
continuous ”

(ASO) strategy during this time. Organic traffic
21 http://adweek.com/digital/bill-schneider-urban-airship-guest-post-push-notif ications/
22 https://searchads.apple.com/
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Aug-17

Nov-17

3.6 Social Media
Join the conversation that sports fans are
having on Instagram, Twitter, Facebook and
other popular social media platforms. For
instance, there are numerous Facebook World
Cup fan pages where fans engage with one
another, make predictions, and show support
for their home teams. Tune into trending
hashtags that consumers are using and join
the conversation in the lead up to the game.

3.7 Influencers
Social media influencers often have a significant
number of followers, and a mention of your
brand or app can help you get new users and
engagements. Acording to App Annie, time
spent in the top 5 Social apps in key markets
grew significantly from 2015 to 2017. This makes
them particularly well-suited for engaging
consumers with World Cup content.
Marketers could leverage an influencer outreach
program for mobile user acquisition, such as
the Headway Social initiative, which works on a
performance basis with social media users who
have high reach and engagement.
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India
Indonesia
United States

South Korea
Japan
United Kingdom

*Top 5 Social apps worldwide by iPhone and Adroid phone
combined MAU; excluding pre-installed apps
**Top 5 apps by time spent.
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3.8 Campaign Planning:
Focus on Growth

3.9 Data
What is the role of data in all this? Consider

The World Cup provides an amazing opportunity

carefully what data you want to focus on.

to reach and engage consumers who are highly

Define your OMTM - one metric that matters

engaged with match content, many of whom

- and optimize towards this one KPI. As you

may be new to your brand, or even existing, but

progress, use only the tools that are working

dormant, customers.

positively toward your OMTM. Then, branch
out to the other KPIs you identified as

Begin your World Cup campaign planning by

important to your business.

defining the specific growth metrics that are
important to your customer base. For instance,

In the age of mobile, KPIs specifically related

do you hope to see a boost in:

to apps should guide the success of your

App engagement among existing users

campaign overall. App Annie's analysis shows

Re-engagement of dormant users

that smartphone users spend 7x more time in

New customers or leads

native apps than in mobile browsers, and tend

Interest in new products

to access them 13x more often.23 Consumers

Entrance into new geographical

are turning to mobile apps to stream

markets

content, check match updates and engage in
discussions.

In all likelihood, your business will best benefit
by optimizing your campaign on multiple
KPIs. Prepare your team, define your KPIs
and communicate it all internally and to your
partners.

23 https://appannie.com/en/insights/market-data/app-annie-2017-retrospective/
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“ Whoever you want to reach, the World Cup
will be the one time where the entire world
tunes in, and they are tuning in on mobile ”
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4. Russian and World Cup Policies
In planning your promotions and ad campaigns, keep in
mind that all creatives and offers must comply with Russian
law and FIFA policies.
4.1 Russian Promo Regulations

4.2 FIFA Policies

The PromoVeritas website, a site maintained

FIFA has strict rules on how its trademarks are

by a team of “lawyers, marketers and project

used. In order to use the symbols associated with

managers who are passionate about

the 2018 FIFA World Cup, the party must enter

promotions”24 offers the following tips for

into an official contract with FIFA.

complying with Russian regulations:25
Gambling and lotteries are generally illegal,
but prize draws are okay
Games of skill or competitions are

PromoVeritas also provides an overview of FIFA
requirements26 which we encourage you to read.
Key highlights include:

permissible
All Terms & Conditions must be translated
into Russian, with the Russian version appearing
first

Do not offer tickets to consumers unless you
are a sponsor of the 2018 FIFA World Cup
Do not participate in ambush marketing,

No registrations are required, but taxes apply
on prizes for 4,000 rubles or more
All data on users must comply with Russia’s
strict data privacy laws
Russia’s localization law does not allow data

which FIFA defines as, “any attempt by any
entity or individual to gain an unauthorised
commercial association with the Competition
itself, or to exploit the goodwill and publicity
generated by the FIFA World Cup™ (including

to be handled outside of Russia itself; therefore,

any phase of the FIFA World Cup™) or FIFA in a

you can’t run a promotion, on Facebook for

manner not authorised by FIFA.” It is important

example, because your servers must be on

to avoid giving the impression that the advertiser

Russian soil

is an official sponsor of the World Cup event or is
being endorsed by the event and its organizers.
FIFA’s Media And Marketing Regulations can be
found on its website.27

24 http://promoveritas.com/about-us/
25, 26 http://promoveritas.com/top-tips-running-promotion-russia-world-cup-style/
27 http://resources.f ifa.com/mm/document/tournament/competition/02/92/28/38/mediamarketingregulations2018fwcf inalfwctemplateen_neutral.pdf
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5. Conclusion
Your brand can be the true winner of the

Remember, the World Cup is not simply

2018 FIFA World Cup in terms of advancing

a tournament. It’s a moment. One month

your business goals. The World Cup will

during which people talk, laugh, and cry

capture the unbridled attention of billions

about the match results – where heroes are

of sports fans around the world, spanning all

born and villains are created.

demographics, age groups, genders, political
persuasions, income brackets, and more.

Creatively plan around upcoming games and

Whoever you want to reach, the World Cup

be fast to adapt when remarkable situations

will be the time where the entire world

happen. Talk with your Growth Marketing

tunes in, and they are tuning in on mobile.

partner, let them know that you are ready for the

Consumers from around the world will have

World Cup, and you need them to be ready to

their mobile devices in their pockets whether

act. It’s a “once in every four years” opportunity

they are at the games in Russia, watching from

to capture fans’ attention by adapting your

their home country, or tweeting about pivotal

message to the pulse of the world.

moments and commentary on the match.
Tentpole sporting events are particularly
suited to mobile app targeting, as sports
fans are typically never far from their mobile
devices, which they use to research players
and keep up with communities of other fans.
Moreover, consumers are highly engaged with
their mobile devices, which means your ads
will have a greater propensity to be noticed.
To resonate, your ads must be relevant
to both the individual consumer and the
unique nature of the World Cup. Fortunately,
mobile offers a powerful combination of
targeting via location data and mobile app
usage, allowing you to deliver creative and
engaging messages based on what the user
is doing and where he or she is engaging
with a mobile app. With mobile device users
spending 3 hours a day in apps, there is
no denying that mobile is key to engaging
consumers.28

28 https://appannie.com/en/insights/market-data/app-annie-2017-retrospective/
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6. Takeaways
This year mobile will rule the World Cup.

Creatively plan for upcoming games and

A large portion of content related to the

be fast to adapt when remarkable situations

tournament will be consumed on a mobile

happen. Work with Headway Studio for

device. Adapt your strategy accordingly.

faster creative solutions and leverage App
Annie’s creative gallery tool to monitor in-app

Grow your user base before the
tournament and be aggressive on your
engagement campaigns on the first days of
the tournament. Work with Headway to plan
your mobile user acquisition strategy.
Be creative: Study your competitors with
App Annie’s creative gallery and ASO tools
and understand the advertising and ASO
strategies behind the highest growing apps in
your category.
Leverage video advertising: App Annie
saw an increase in video ad spending for a
prominent advertiser during the week of the
2018 Super Bowl and Winter Olympics. Video
may be particularly effective during major
sporting events like the World Cup.
Be smart with data: Work with Headway
on your Audience Plan. Build dynamic
campaigns that adapt based on data
elements such as device, timezone, interest
and tournament data (e.g. ongoing matches
results or upcoming games). Leverage App
Annie’s app market data to monitor the
competition.
Leverage your growth marketing stack:
ASO keyword strategies, influencer outreach,
and app notification strategies.
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Marketing Powered by Technology

Headway is a leading data-driven growth marketing company for marketers
worldwide, integrating proprietary technology and state-of-the-art partner platforms.
With more than eight years innovating in the digital industry, Headway has given
advertisers and app mobile marketers access to the best audiences around the world.

Now backed by and a business unit of global diversified media group Entravision
Communications Corporation (NYSE: EVC), Headway helps brands and mobile
marketers optimize and target ad campaigns with fast innovation, cutting-edge
technology, and strong multi-channel operations

Our winning solutions
Mobile Acquisition and
re-engagement
Find your ideal mobile audience with
Mobrain, our proprietary platform, and
specialized User Acquisition Plan.

Video
Present your video spots with high-impact
formats across all devices, through a
network of premium publishers.

Mobrain Genius

Audio

Prevent suspicious traffic activity from
reaching your ad campaigns, and
maximize your acquisition goals.

Reach your audience anywhere with the
power of audio messages on music, radio
and podcasts environment.

Headway Studio

Native

Boost programmatic campaigns to find
the right audience at the perfect moment
with engagement and innovative formats.

Engage with your audience through
native ads that fit the look and feel of
the site.
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Upgrade your marketing campaigns!

www.headwaydigital.com
Info@headwaydigital.com
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Achieve Success Through Apps
App Annie delivers the most trusted app data and insights for your business
to succeed in the global app economy. Over 1 million registered members rely
on App Annie to better understand the app market, their businesses and the
opportunities around them.
The company is headquartered in San Francisco with 15 global offices. App
Annie has received $157 million in financing from investors such as e.ventures,
Greenspring Associates, Greycroft Partners, IDG Capital Partners, Institutional
Venture Partners and Sequoia Capital.

App Annie is the Most Trusted
Partner in the App Economy
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